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About Pepper.com 
 

Pepper Media Holding was founded in June 2014, but its roots go back much further. In 
August 2004, Paul and Jen Nikkel founded hotukdeals – the UK’s first and still largest online 
shopping community. In April 2007, Fabian Spielberger had a similar idea. He registered 
mydealz.de and started blogging to answer a question many of his friends and fellow 
students asked him: How could a student like him buy a new mobile every few months?  
 

At first, both hotukdeals and mydealz grew independently from each other but the 
communities increased to a size that required larger investments including employees, 
servers and software that could handle and maintain hundreds of thousands of visitors per 
day. This was the moment when Fabian and Paul decided to join forces and founded 
Pepper.com as a company that pools and provides the experience and resources to 
enhance existing communities and create new platforms.  
 

Pepper is the world’s largest deal community 
 

Pepper not only consists of its founding members, the market-leading platforms hotukdeals 

and mydealz, but has grown globally over the last five years across four continents. Dealabs 

(France) and Promodescuentos (Mexico) joined Pepper in 2014 with Preisjäger (Austria) and 

DesiDime (India) following in 2015. Pepper itself has also established new platforms from 

scratch, with communities launching in June 2014 in the Netherlands and Poland, Brazil in 

October 2015, Spain in December 2017 and most recently Russia in March 2018 and Italy in 

October 2019. 
 

In total, 25 million consumers are currently using the twelve Pepper platforms every month 
to share and discuss the latest offers. With 500 million page impressions and over 70,000 
user-submitted deals per month across communities in America, Europe and Asia, Pepper 
has quickly established itself as the world’s largest deal community. Consumers use the 
Pepper platforms to make on average 12,000 purchase decisions per minute. 

 
We enable consumers to make better purchasing decisions 
 

Fabian and the whole Pepper team have the vision of making their sites and apps the best 
place for consumers to share their knowledge, learn from other experts and make the right 
decisions. With Pepper, they offer consumers a community-driven, open platform that 
consumers can trust and where they find all the information they need whilst being inspired 
and entertained. Pepper has therefore one golden rule: community first.  
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The team strongly believes in the power of collective intelligence and knows that many 
shoppers rely on the experience and tips of other consumers when making their decisions. 
That’s the reason why Pepper has built platforms that enable consumers to not only share 
the latest offers of internet retailers and bricks-and-mortar retail stores, but also their own 
experiences with products and retailers. 

 

Every deal that is published on a Pepper platform can be rated by each member of the 
community as ‘hot’ (good) or ‘cold’ (bad) with zero interference or pressure from the 
platform or retailers. Members know that the higher the temperature, the stronger the 
community has rated the offer, enabling consumers to evaluate the quality of an offer within 
seconds. Therefore, Pepper not only gives a comprehensive overview about the latest offers 
but also helps consumers to judge the quality of deals and make the correct shopping 
decisions for them. 

 
Pepper is a trusted source for trends in consumption 
 

All of the Pepper platforms are in a market-leading position and influence thousands of 
purchasing decisions every day. This large data volume enables Pepper to identify and 
evaluate typical consumer behaviour patterns as well as trends in consumption. Using this 
data, Pepper can work with retailers to suggest the best deals to design for its members.  
 

With the ‘community first’ attitude at the forefront of the business, Pepper’s partnership 
teams work closely with retailers and Pepper editorial teams to ensure that each deal 
worked on with a merchant is market-leading and relevant for the community and to prevent 
self-promotion. Pepper’s network of partners consists of a high number of renowned 
companies from various industries.  
 
 
 


